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First boyfriends, first love, first mistakes-and an invitation to the hottest teen society party of the year send
three friends into a tailspin. Can they handle the pressure of getting everything they think they want?

Santana Jackson is one of the flyest chicks in her Atlanta 'hood. At least until her golddigger mother snags a
pro baller, and they move to the other side of the tracks. Worse, Santana's boyfriend has made a move, too-
on her rival. Now Santana's obsessed with winning him back in time to shine-until she unexpectedly finds
herself falling for a brainy nerd. . .

Dynasty Young has learned about life the hard way, thanks to her drug-addicted mother and MIA father.
Then she meets City, a boy with as much money-making potential as swagger-and who could be her ticket to
a better life. But when he stands her up, Dynasty realizes that sometimes true love is right next door. . .

Patience Blackman is going to hell. Just ask her father, the famous Bishop Blackman. Torn between what's
good for her and what feels good, Patience just wants to have fun-and a hot date for the party-until she
stumbles upon a gorgeous churchboy who has her rethinking her bad girl ways. . .

"An amazing tale that is sure to delight, teach, and intrigue teens everywhere!" -Ni-Ni Simone, author of
Upgrade U
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From reader reviews:

Carlo Young:

Throughout other case, little individuals like to read book Boyfriend Season. You can choose the best book if
you want reading a book. Providing we know about how is important a new book Boyfriend Season. You
can add expertise and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, since from
book you can understand everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you will be known.
About simple point until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we are able to open a book or
maybe searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel bored to go to the
library. Let's learn.

Dixie Love:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even a problem. What people must be consider
if those information which is in the former life are difficult to be find than now is taking seriously which one
is appropriate to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you obtain the unstable resource then
you have it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities will
not happen within you if you take Boyfriend Season as your daily resource information.

Marlene Wiedman:

You are able to spend your free time you just read this book this publication. This Boyfriend Season is
simple bringing you can read it in the playground, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not possess
much space to bring often the printed book, you can buy often the e-book. It is make you quicker to read it.
You can save the book in your smart phone. Thus there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys
this book.

David Byrd:

As a university student exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher expected them to go to the
library or even make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's
heart and soul or real their leisure activity. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to the library.
They go to right now there but nothing reading really. Any students feel that examining is not important,
boring and also can't see colorful photos on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important
for you personally. As we know that on this era, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says,
many ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore this Boyfriend Season can make you feel more interested
to read.
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